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Kenyon on the Big Screen Food Cart Offers New
Late-Night Dining
ERIN MERSHON

AUGUST STEIGMEYER
Kenyon may have the world’s
most beautiful campus, but the
film industry has never before
trekked to Ohio to capture it.
This summer, Kenyon alumnus Josh Radnor ’96 returned to
Gambier to shoot his latest film,
Liberal Arts.
Liberal Arts is the story of
35-year-old Jesse (Radnor) who
returns to his college to speak at
a retirement event for his former
English professor Peter Hoberg
(Richard Jenkins, Six Feet Under, Burn After Reading, Let Me
In, The Visitor). Once on campus, Jesse forms an “almost romance,” according to Radnor,
with 19-year-old student Zibby
(Elizabeth Olsen, younger sister
of Mary-Kate and Ashley).
“When they talk it seems like
they have more in common than
less … especially as it relates to
their experience with college,”
Radnor said. “[Olsen is] a really major talent, and I was lucky
enough to get her at a really particular moment at the beginning
of her career, because I think
she’s going to have a great career.”
Radnor himself is the star of
the television show How I Met
Your Mother. He made his first
foray into the directing field
with 2010’s happythankyoumoreplease, which took home the “Audience Award” at the Sundance
Film Festival.
Filming in Gambier
The crew began filming at Kenyon on June 1 and wrapped production on June 28. Apart from a
few scenes filmed in Columbus,
Ohio and New York City, Kenyon was the primary shooting
location.
Radnor cast fellow Kenyon
graduate Allison Janney ’82 (The
West Wing, The Help, Juno) to
play the part of Professor Judith
Fairfeld. Several recent Kenyon
gradates were hired for various positions on the production

AUGUST STEIGMEYER

Josh Radnor ’96 directed his latest film on campus this summer.
team, and current Kenyon students were utilized as extras (also
known as “background actors”)
in some scenes.
Will Arbery ’11 was in charge
of “background casting” on the
film. “To the producers’ and
Josh’s great surprise, a recent college grad with zero experience
was put in charge [of ] finding every single background performer
in the film,” Arbery said. “I was
basically in charge of filling a
college campus with students,
right in the middle of summer,
when it was so empty.”
Arbery relied mainly on students who were on campus for
the Summer Science Scholars
Program, the Summer Legal
Scholars Program and those who
had been hired to work in various campus offices. When those
resources were exhausted, he
reached beyond Kenyon to places
like The Ohio State University.
“I made a lot of phone calls
and sent a lot of emails and end-
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Campfire Labs, Inc.
introduces Slice, a
new social networking product, exclusively to Kenyon.

ing up meeting a ton of awesome
people from around Ohio who
wanted to be involved,” Arbery
said. “The news spread like wildfire, and by the end, I was having
to turn a lot of people down.”
Most of the extras’ duties
involved walking in the background during outdoors scenes
on Middle Path or around Kenyon buildings. During the party
scenes in Old Kenyon and lunch
scenes in Peirce Hall, extras had
to have fake, completely silent
conversations while the main actors recited their scripted lines.
The assistant directors encouraged the students to mouth the
word “watermelon” to make it
appear as if they were talking.
The actual background sounds
are added during post-production.
“Each scene, I’d do between
five and ten takes,” Reilly Brock
’12 said. “I was in maybe three
see Liberal Arts, page 6

In a college town with only a handful of restaurants and a single dining
hall, late-night food options have never been plentiful. But thanks to a new
business founded and managed by Jordan Rhyne ’13 and Reilly Brock ’12,
students can now order quesadillas,
tacos and sandwiches from 10:30 p.m.
until 3:00 a.m. from their Last Call
Food Cart.
Brock and Rhyne plan to set up
their cart wherever demand is highest
— most often, they will be located outside the largest party of the night. For
now, they will be open only one night
each weekend, though they are considering expanding their hours later this
semester.
Brock, a sociology major with an
avid interest in food, is the cart’s master
chef. A San Francisco Bay Area native
and a big fan of Mexican food, he has
put together a menu of slow-cooked
beef and refried beans in tacos or quesadillas. There is even a sandwich called
“the Nuge,” which was named with the
permission of Kenyon’s president, S.
Georgia Nugent.
“Once I started cooking, that’s
what I wanted to cook,” Brock said. “I
knew it was simple but also nuanced
and really bright, fresh flavors. That’s
what I love in food: non-pretentious,
down to earth, really satisfying, really
well-crafted food. Mexican food embodies that for me.”
Rhyne runs the register while the
cart is open. Items are all under $10,
and credit cards are accepted.
Both students prep vegetables and
food before each shift. For a 10:30 p.m.
opening, they start working at 3:00
p.m. They stop serving at 3:00 a.m.
or when food runs out; clean up takes
about three additional hours.
Last weekend, the pair set up Last
Call outside Old Kenyon. They were
met with such enthusiasm that they
sold out of meat by 1:30 a.m. and everything else by 2:30 a.m.
“We’ve had kids tell us they’re going
to spend all of their summer job money
on the food cart,” Rhyne said. “That’s
one of the things that really keeps us
going. When you hear people are getting excited about the cart and the
food, that’s really encouraging.”
Brock agreed. “There were a lot of
people who were like, ‘This is the best
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The Collegian takes
an inside look at the
movie set that transformed campus this
summer.

thing ever,’ and obviously, we’re pretty
prone to hyperbole at this school,” he
said. “But to have someone say that,
even if they were intoxicated or exaggerating, that’s a pretty fun thing to
hear about your business.”
Rhyne hatched the idea for the cart
in the summer of 2010 and contacted
Brock, the manager of the Kenyon
Food Co-Op. They emailed occasionally about their plans until late in the
spring semester, when they decided finally to apply for a grant from the Business Plan Competition run by Innovation Greenhouse and the Burton D.
Morgan Foundation.
In two weeks, they put together a
20-page business proposal outlining
everything from their expenditures for
a cart to the amount of refried beans
that would top a taco. Minutes before
the deadline, the two submitted their
plan. Following a business pitch, they
won the first-place grant.
“What really sold it was the sim-

“
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Kenyon alum Josh
Radnor ’96 returns
to film Liberal Arts.

People are getting
excited about the
cart and the food.
Jordan Rhyne ’13

plicity of the idea — it was simple but
well thought-out,” Brock said. “We
weren’t stretching, we weren’t trying
to reinvent the wheel and we weren’t
trying to do anything too crazy. It was
solid — identify the need; identify the
market; articulate how you can fill the
market.”
The two spent their summer preparing the business for its debut this
fall — perfecting recipes, getting permits and purchasing supplies and
equipment. About three hours each
day went toward the food cart.
They purchased a reinforced cart
with storage space and steam trays on
Craigslist for about $2,200. They also
purchased a 36-inch steel griddle, several folding tables and a canopy to cover
their operation. Between their equipment and application and permit fees,
the two have already spent more than
the $5,000 initial grant they received.
They met with the Gambier Zoning Commission this summer to
see Last Call, page 3
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The art history department gets a huge
new gallery and
a state-of-the-art
teaching space.
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Campus Construction Updates

MARIKA GARLAND

K-Bikes offers a new rental service on Kenyon’s campus.
Rental bikes are now available
at the Kenyon College Bookstore
through K-Bikes, a relatively new
program that strives to make bicycles available to all students.
Each rental lasts 24 hours and includes a bike, a helmet and a lock.
The cost is $20 for non-students,
while Kenyon students receive a
discounted fee of $10.
Part-Time Associate Director of Admissions Bob Brown
created K-Bikes three years ago
as a source of bicycles for international students. “They’re coming from the greatest distance
and can’t bring bikes or often
don’t have the funding,” he said.
Through K-Bikes, international
students have the option to rent
bikes at no cost for semesters at
a time.
As the program grew, so did
the need for additional bicycles,
which led Brown to a partnership with Campus Safety. At
the end of each year, any abandoned bikes left on campus become College property after the
Sunday following graduation,
according to Brown. Students
receive “ample notification of

DAVID HOYT

Students and visitors can now rent the bicycles pictured above.
this policy from Campus Safety,”
he said. Brown then refurbishes
any abandoned bikes in need of
repair.
The idea to add a bike rental
service to K-Bikes came after students from the School for Mime
Theatre, which has operated on
Kenyon’s campus for the past 31
summers, expressed their desire
to rent bikes. Brown has now set

aside 10 of his refurbished bikes
for the new rental fleet. “There
are a lot of opportunities, especially weekends, parents visiting,
reunions and visitors to the various inns,” he said. All proceeds
from rentals will subsidize the expense of maintaining existing KBikes and repairing any newly acquired ones. “It’s a bit of a grand
experiment,” Brown said.

The Rummage Sale will earn money for local charities.
The annual Harcourt Parish Rummage Sale begins next Wednesday, Sept. 7 at the Gambier Community Center with a presale on dorm items for
students. Last year, the sale made a profit of about
$10,500, according to Rummage Sale Chair Donna Lewis.
The presale will run from 4:00 p.m. to 8:00
p.m. on Wednesday and will be followed by the beginning of the full sale at 9:00 a.m. on Friday, Sept.
9.
Many items at the sale will boast prices of $1 or
lower, according to Lewis. Students can save even
more money by volunteering to help set up for the
sale at the Gambier Community Center on Saturday, Sept. 3 at 2:00 p.m. All volunteers will receive
vouchers for $1.
Some rummage sale items are donations from

the community, but most come from what Kenyon
students leave behind at the end of each year. “A lot
of students care about the importance of recycling
and protecting the environment,” Lewis said. “This
sale is a great way to do that.”
All proceeds from the sale go to local charities, including Knox County Interchurch Social
Services, Habitat for Humanity, Hospice of Knox
County and Mental Health of Knox County, according to Lewis.

The Princeton Review recently named Kenyon one of 10 colleges with the best professors in
the country. Kenyon ranks fifth on the list, with
Wellesley College taking the top ranking.
These results were based on a survey of 122,000
students at 376 colleges across the country and are
included in The Princeton Review’s latest college
guidebook, The Best 376 Colleges: 2012 Edition.
Harvey Mudd College, Reed College and
Franklin W. Olin College of Engineering also
rank higher than Kenyon on the list. The colleges

ranked in the sixth through tenth spots, in order,
are: Colby College, Sarah Lawrence College, Millsaps College, Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology and Hamilton College.
“It comes as no surprise that our professors are
considered the best in the country,” Provost Nayef
Samhat said. “That is because the faculty are committed to teaching outstanding students, to sharing their love of their disciplines and [are] dedicated to the community of learners of which we are
all a part.”

Rummage Sale Hours:
Pre-sale for students:
Wednesday, Sept. 7, 4:00-8:00 p.m.
Sale continues:
Friday, Sept. 9, 9:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m. and
Saturday, Sept. 10, 9:00-11:00 a.m.

Kenyon professors earn national recognition.

Allstu2 creator seeks to revamp the allstu system.
As an addition to Kenyon’s existing all-student email system, Mark Larus ’13 has created
allstu2, a new website that allows students to
read and reply to allstus without the necessity of
subscribing to the messages. Students who subscribe to allstus will still receive them in their
email inboxes, but now both subscribers and
nonsubscribers can see and respond to the messages online.
“I want to give people who are more casual
users … the chance to use this channel of communication, because it’s something that’s unique
to Kenyon,” Larus said.
So far, 450 students have logged in to allstu2,
according to Larus, who singlehandedly created
the website over this past summer while working
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at the Kenyon HelpLine. “I was sort of looking for
a project to do, and I wanted to learn some webprogramming,” he said. “[Allstu2] seemed like a
good thing because the community can use it.”
Moving forward, Larus said he hopes to continue to improve allstu2. His future plans include
adding a thread-view for the messages, a search
feature and a ride-sharing board for students looking for and offering rides during breaks. Larus
also said he is looking for feedback on his website
as well as anyone interested in running the site after he graduates. “I’m not trying to replace allstus,”
he said. “I’ve put a lot of work into making sure
[allstu2] works with the existing [system].”
Visit allstu2 here: http://www.allstu2.com.

AUGUST STEIGMEYER pre-ordered a specially colored
North Campus Apartments
Construction is complete
on four of the North Campus
Apartment houses. Two more
houses are on schedule for completion by the second semester
of this year. An additional three
will be ready by the next fiscal
year. A total of nine buildings
will be complete by the fall of
2012.
The Board of Trustees will
be voting at its meeting in October to approve an additional
12 buildings in the North
Campus Apartments project.
Sidewalks
The guide forms for the
sidewalks around Bailey House
were completed Wednesday,
Aug. 31. The company responsible for pouring the concrete is
booked for the rest of the week,
according to Tom Lepley, director of facilities planning, so
the concrete will not be poured
until next week. The College
cannot hire another concrete
company because they have

concrete for these sidewalks
with the intention of matching
the pre-existing sidewalks that
they are connecting. North
campus sidewalks will not be
colored because of the cost involved, according to Lepley.
The College will also build
a temporary blacktop walkway
to the North Campus Apartment at 8 Bennett Lane so that
students will not have to walk
through a construction area.
Graham Gund Gallery
The freight elevator in the
Graham Gund Gallery passed
inspection on Monday, Aug. 29
and is operating. This elevator is
not open to the public but will
instead be used by employees to
transport art pieces to the gallery.
Crews are in the process of
laying granite in front of the
building, and that process is
expected to be completed this
week, according to Lepley.
Some landscaping will follow.
Due to a design flaw, there
has been a delay in the install-

ment of terracotta louvers (tilelike pieces that admit light but
keep out rain) on the front of
the building, Lepley said. The
louvers are coming from Germany and will not arrive until
late fall. Once they arrive, they
will be added onto the steel supports already installed on the
building.
Chalmers Library
The Chalmers parking lot is
fully paved. The west side of the
lot will remain open for construction traffic and will only
be used occasionally to allow
vehicle access to one side of the
Studio Art building, according
to Lepley.
Crews are currently in the
process of putting up lighting
fixtures in the parking lot.
Studio Art Building
The Studio Art Building
is “right on track,” according
to Lepley, who said they are
still hoping to have it closed in
by winter so interior work can
continue. Completion is set for
July 2012.

Village Record
Aug. 22, 3:20 p.m. — Medical: injured employee at Bailey House. Squad contacted
and employee transported to Knox Community Hospital.
Aug. 23, 11:31 p.m. — Noise complaint at Taft D-Block. Officers responded.
Aug. 23, 2:16 a.m. — Noise complaint in Lewis Hall. Officers responded.
Aug. 24, 1:26 a.m. — Medical: intoxicated student in Gambier Grill. Squad contacted and student transported to Knox Community Hospital.
Aug. 24, 12:40 p.m. — Open container on public property. Citation issued by
Campus Safety for open container.
Aug. 25, 3:07 p.m. — Vehicular accident near Health Center. Non-student vehicle
damaged. No injuries.
Aug. 26, 2:58 p.m. — Medical: injured non-student in Kenyon College Bookstore.
Injuries assessed and treated by Safety Officer.
Aug. 26, 8:17 p.m. — Wellness check in Mather. Safety officers completed requested wellness check on student.
Aug. 26, 10:50 p.m. — Underage possession at corner of Brooklyn and Wiggins St.
Citation issued by Safety officer for underage possession.
Aug. 27, 11:16 a.m. — Medical: injured student in Peirce Dining Hall. Injuries assessed and treated by safety officers.
Aug. 27, 1:20 a.m. — Intoxicated student in Gund Residence Hall. Student treated
by safety officers.
Aug. 27, 2:28 a.m. — Intoxicated student in Lewis Hall. Student treated by Safety
officers.
Aug. 27, 3:13 a.m. — 911 hang-up from E. Woodside Dr. Call received and checked
by county. Resident was okay.
Aug. 27, 11:20 p.m. — Wellness check in Mather Residence Hall. Safety officers
completed requested wellness check on student.
Aug. 27, 11:50 p.m. — Intoxicated student in Leonard Residence Hall. Intoxicated
student treated by Safety officers.
Aug. 27, 12:19 a.m. — Intoxicated student in Ascension. Squad contacted and student transported to Knox Community Hospital.
Aug. 28, 12:49 a.m. — Intoxicated student in McBride Residence Hall. Intoxicated
student treated by Safety officers.
Aug. 28, 1:16 a.m. — Intoxicated student in Old Kenyon Residence Hall. Intoxicated student treated by Safety officers.
Aug. 28, 2:09 a.m. — Open container. Citation issued by Safety officer.
Aug. 28, 2:09 a.m. — Underage consumption, drug possession. Student cited for
underage drinking and possession of marijuana and drug paraphernalia.
Aug. 28, 2:09 a.m. — Underage possession of alcohol. Citation issued by Safety
officer.
Aug. 28, 5:48 p.m. — Medical: injured student in Old Kenyon. Squad contacted
and transported student to Knox Community Hospital.
Aug. 28, 10:30 p.m. — Medical: ill student in Storer Hall. Student treated by Safety officers.
Aug. 29, 7:45 a.m. — Vehicular accident on Wiggin St. Bike/vehicle accident: no
injuries, minor property damage reported.
Aug. 30, 7:01 a.m. — Medical: injured student in bike accident at corner of Brooklyn & Gaskin Ave. Injuries assessed and treated by Safety officers.
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Last Call: Students Manage New Business New Slice Technology

Comes Only to Kenyon

From page 1
obtain permits to sell in
downtown Gambier. They also
met with Mark Kohlman, the
College’s chief business officer,
who gave them permission to
sell food on Kenyon’s campus despite campus zoning
regulations that restrict outside
vendors from selling on College
property.
“The school itself, whenever
we’ve had to deal with bureaucracy, has been really generous
with their time,” Rhyne said.
“They’ve helped us a lot.”
They also filed for business
licenses with Knox County and
the state of Ohio. Knox County’s Department of Health also
required several inspections.
Right now, the students
have decided to limit their sales
to a single night each weekend.
They are aware that the risk of
burnout is high when they are
working nearly 15 hours from
set-up to clean-up.
“There’s a lot to it that you

MARIKA GARLAND

MARA POTTERSMITH

The Last Call Food Cart debuted its services outside Farr Hall during the beginning of this
year’s first-year move-in.
don’t see until you’re doing it.
It’s not to say it’s discouraging
for us, but there’s a reason why
people haven’t done this in the
past,” Brock said.

To help them sustain the
long hours of service, Brock and
Rhyne are seeking new employees to help them this year and to
sustain the business when they

graduate.
Look for the Last Call Food
Cart outside Old Kenyon this
Saturday, Sept. 3 from 10 p.m.
to 3 a.m.

ResLife Welcomes New Staff Members
Two new assistant directors move to Gambier; Matt
Troutman fills in for Alicia Dugas.
MARIKA GARLAND
With the beginning of
the new school year, the
Office of Housing and Residential Life has faced several staffing changes. The
College has hired Rebecca
Driesen and Lisa Train to
serve as assistant directors
for housing and residential
life, and Assistant Director Matt Troutman is now
also serving as the interim
director of housing and
residential life while Alicia Dugas is on maternity
leave after giving birth to
triplets.
ResLife has four assistant director (AD) positions, two of which were
vacated over the summer
when former ADs Christine Wheeler and Bryan
Conover resigned. The
College had advance notice of Wheeler’s resignation, but Conover did not
submit his resignation until
May, when he received a job
offer from his alma mater,
Transylvania University,
according to Troutman. As
a result, ResLife hired Driesen last year but did not
hire Train until August,
after first hiring Andrew
Peterson, who eventually
declined the job offer.
Frequent AD staffing
changes are not unusual, according to Troutman. The
position is “kind of a stepping stone,” he said. “People don’t stay in this job and
retire from this job.” He
added, however, that hiring

Train so late in the summer
was not ideal. “With Rebecca, she was able to move
in maybe two weeks before
she actually started,” he
said. “With Lisa, we didn’t
have a lot of time.”
Train’s first day at Kenyon was the beginning of
Community Advisor (CA)
training. While she said it
was difficult to move in so

giant school,” Train said. “I
still wanted a school that
had a strong community
feel to it and an opportunity to get to know students
on a one-to-one basis.”
Train is originally from
Ohio and said she “fell in
love with Kenyon” when
she visited for her on-campus interview.
Train said she is plan-

MARIKA GARLAND

Rebecca Driesen (left) and Lisa Train (right) join the College.

late, she also said she was
glad she had the opportunity to take part in training.
“If I would have come now
and missed all of training,
it would have been more
difficult, because I would
have not really known my
CAs as well,” Train said. “It
was a whirlwind, but it was
fun.”
Train attended Ohio
University and has spent
the last six years as an area
coordinator at Spring Hill
College, a school approximately half the size of Kenyon. “I wanted a bigger
school, but I didn’t want a

ning to become involved in
intramural sports, Crozier
Center for Women, Unity
House and Quidditch. “I
tend to be very involved
with students,” she said.
“It’s your opportunity, because I’m new. If there are
things that you want to
change, let me know.”
Driesen said she is also
looking forward to working with students. After
graduating from Dickinson College, she worked
as a residence director at
Appalachian State University. She said that Kenyon’s
students are her favorite

part of working at the College so far. “The students I
met [while interviewing]
were really awesome, and I
thought, ‘These are people
I want to be around,’” Driesen said. “I’m so excited
and happy to be here.”
Driesen’s hobbies include visiting the dog park
with her new dog, reading
and watching movies. She
said she hopes to eventually take a class at Kenyon.
“I just really love getting to
know people and getting to
know students,” she said.
Train is now living in
the new North Campus
Apartments with her three
cats, while Driesen lives in
Gund Residence Hall and
supervises Mather and McBride Halls. “We’re lucky
to have Lisa and Rebecca,”
Troutman said. “I think the
way that it worked out, having one new person in the
first-year area and one new
person in an upper-class
area, is really good because
then I can work a little closer with Lisa, and [AD Toby
Uecker] can work with Rebecca.”
Later in the year, ResLife
expects Dugas to return
to her position as assistant
dean of students for housing and residential life, according to Troutman. “We
don’t know exactly when
she’ll come back, and we
don’t know when she comes
back how that will be as far
as the transition,” he said.
“That’s why we built in
that I’m the interim until
January, so that I can help
communicate and do some
things until then.”

Gambier, Ohio is rarely
at the forefront of technology, but this fall, a new
social networking tool
called Slice will debut exclusively at Kenyon.
Slice is powered by
Campfire Labs, Inc., a
technology development
company based in San
Francisco. Zack Goldman
’12 worked with the company this past summer and
played a role in its choice
to use Kenyon’s campus
as a testing ground for its
new product.
Slice is a web application that focuses on users’
high-value
relationship
groups or “slices,” according to Shruti Challa,
head of business development and marketing at
Campfire Labs. Examples
of these high-value relationship groups include
roommates, family members and student activity
groups.
“You can choose to
slice up your life in the
way that is most convenient for you,” Goldman
said. “[Slice is] not necessarily a brand new tool,
but more of a helpful adjunct to approach social
networking.”
Slice works with existing social media, like
Facebook and email, so
that users can organize all
of their connections on
these tools in one place.
Users can communicate
with their families and
friends on the site, even if
these family members and
friends are not using Slice
themselves.
Features of Slice include real-time chatting,
media sharing, event
planning tools and a way
to share music that would
allow users to control
the music their friends
listen to, like a virtual
DJ, according to Challa. “They’ve got a lot of
fun offerings that can really benefit my own life,”
Goldman said.
Goldman is the current
Kenyon Lead for Slice and
is one of five Kenyon students to work on the project. “They were just as
responsible for the direction of the product as we
were,” Challa said.
While developing Slice,
Campfire Labs looked at
schools across the country
to find students that could
act as advisors, according
to Challa. “We fell in love
with the Kenyon team,”
she said. “We’re not doing

a service to Kenyon, but
Kenyon’s doing a service
to us, because they’re providing a sense of insight
that’s not jaded.”
“Kenyon’s open culture
is what attracted us to the
university,” Naveen Koorakula, Campfire Labs
chief executive officer and
founder, said. “It is why
we made the decision to
release the first version of
Slice exclusively to Kenyon. We are excited to get
the students’ honest reaction on some of the innovation that is taking place
in the Valley.”
Goldman said he is excited to see Slice’s impact
on Kenyon’s campus. “It’s
a really great opportunity for Kenyon because we
love getting on the map,”
he said. “Think if we had
been the Facebook school,
like Harvard. Students at
Kenyon have a huge hand
in creating this incredible
revolutionizing thing that
absolutely changes our
world.”
Kenyon students can
now begin signing up for
the waitlist to use Slice at
slicekenyon.com. By Sept.
30, Slice will be open to
any students who receive
direct invites from the Kenyon Slice team, according to Challa. Then, on
Oct. 1, Slice will be open
to all Kenyon students.
“Our goal is to have
everyone at Kenyon have
Slice,” Goldman said. Kenyon students can then
provide feedback to further develop the product,
he added.
“We hope to show
the Valley that innovation occurs everywhere,”
Koorakula said. “In fact,
after our Kenyon release
we will be launching this
product at 30 universities,
including Harvard and
Stanford.”
According to Challa,
Campfire Labs is also
working with a “set of
A-list investors” that
includes YouTube CoFounder Steve Chen; Ron
Conway, an early investor in Twitter; Rajeev
Motwani, the late Stanford University professor
whose work helped inspire
Google; Keith Belling, the
founder and chief executive officer of Popchips;
and Gideon Yu, the former chief financial officer of both Facebook and
YouTube.
“Slice is something
that could eventually have
a huge global impact,”
Goldman said.
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:
A Call for All- First-Year Follies: Free Will Concerning
TWITTER
Stu Civility
DAN KIPP
For the beginning of this
first weekend back at Kenyon,
I chose to go to a friend’s room
and pregame way too hard. I
also chose to spend the second
half of that night making sacrifices to the porcelain gods.
Somewhere in between
those two decisions, I vaguely remember sitting on a bench along
Middle Path, drunkenly observing the blind migratory patterns
of our new freshmen. This too, I
can only assume, was something
I consciously chose to do — although it is more than possible
that at one point gravity simply
said “Pop a squat, sonny,” and sat
me on my sorry behind.
Why this retelling of my triumphant return to Kenyon, you
ask? One of my earliest recollections as a freshman is of joining
in that very same addled ambling. Reduced to vagrancy in
search of a party, I remember
following entire packs of complete strangers — just because
they seemed to know where they
were going. I remember trekking all the way North, knocking on random New Apartment
doors, only to be swept back
By R aquel Zanoni

They instead earn
students
sarcastic titles such as
“allstu warrior” or
the more universal
“troll” label.
In real life, most
of these people
would never insult
someone to his face,
but they feel safe
and anonymous behind their Internet
personas.
All Kenyon students should realize that their allstu
personalities will
follow them around
campus.
Students
are
not the only community
members
with access to allstu — faculty, staff
and even President
Nugent read the forum. Your online
reputation may precede you in class,
whether you want it
to or not.
Still, we do not
discourage students
from posting or replying to allstus addressing divisive issues.
Allstu is an exceptional asset and
we should expand
our use of the forum for exchanging
ideas with students
and faculty alike.
Students should
embrace the power
allstu gives them to
contribute to discourse at Kenyon.
But the most
productive allstus
are considerate, not
cruel. They prompt
others to respond.
Allstus talk to
and about real people, fellow members
of the Kenyon community. For their
sake and yours, be
civil and intelligent
in your arguments.

that comprise this very sentence
— all the synonyms and sen- “I think Tweeting is really self-indulgent.”
tence structures that could have
- Sam Bumcrot ’14
been otherwise employed to say
the same thing.
“It’s nice to hear from famous people … but
Poets are constantly think- probably not from me. Again, why isn’t this
ing about this, purposefully and
a quick complaint?”
painstakingly selecting just the
- Ben Jacoby ’14
right words to convey a specific
feeling, moment, tone, etc. Just
“With great power comes
think if Shakespeare had writgreat responsibility.”
ten, “Sometimes, love’s bumpy,”
- Doug Healy ’13
rather than “The course of true
love never did run smooth” —
“Twitter’s like Quick Complaints on a
we probably wouldn’t be readglobal scale. Also, what’s a hashtag?”
ing much of the bard nowadays.
- Charlie Miller ’13
How people choose to express
an idea is, or at least should be,
“[I] don’t own a computer.”
inextricably them. In this in- Billy Lindbergh ’13
stance, we can see that William
wasn’t the greatest at gram- “I don’t need to know what’s happening in
mar — not to be nitpicky, but
everyone else’s life.”
“smooth” should be “smoothly,”
- Myles Alderman ’14
an adverb.
Or maybe Shakespeare was
“Stream of consciousness vomit.”
simply exercising his free will
- Noah Le Stadge ’13
and thought “smooth” sounded
better. He decided to go against “I mean, I started one but it’s not my thing.”
the rules — said, “I’ma do me,”
- Noel Weeks ’12
and left out that –ly ending.
In these fast and fun times (To Noel, her boyfriend.) “You have one?”
at Kenyon, I urge you to do the
- Elizabeth D’Arcy ’12
same. Listen to what your “I” is
telling your “me” to do and just “I’m scared I’d get addicted. I mean, I undo you. Sure, you’ll make some
derstand following The New York Times
stupid decisions — like choosbut not Kim Kardashian.”
ing to pregame the first Friday
- Ellen Stein ’13
night way too heavily. But who
knows, maybe you’ll pleasantly
“I love Kim Kardashian.”
surprise yourself with some- Stephanie White ’13
thing you hear in your unconventional self.

Lil’ Monsters

staff editorial

Since
its inception, allstu
has
become
a cornerstone of
Kenyon
culture
and a surprisingly
powerful
instigator
for
change.
Current
juniors
and seniors will
recall 2010’s Nick
Griffin uproar and
the passionate, often verbose emails
that ultimately resulted in the event’s
cancelation.
As in any allstu
war, some combatants put forth wellthought-out arguments while others
mindlessly ranted
or made vicious
personal attacks.
We at the Collegian have no desire
to reignite the Griffin debate.
We
commend
allstu as a useful
and
entertaining
forum, but we call
for civility in the
controversial discussions that will
arise this year.
Calm, rational
people contribute
constructive opinions that the community will take far
more seriously than
the typical stream
of
consciousness
venting.
Attacking specific people or
groups with vague
criticisms like “you
suck” or “no one
really cares about
you” will not advance the dialogue
or effect change.

South because I heard something’s going down in the Bull’s
Eye, all the while picturing a
shooting gallery of sorts. People
were indeed taking shots.
During those first nights, I
lost all semblance of my self, my
autonomy, my choice. In short, I
forgot I had free will.
Kenyon, first years and upperclassmen alike, I’m here to
remind you that you do in fact
have free will. I’m not talking philosophically; I offer no
treatise to rival Democritus or
determinism. I’m simply talking about everyday actions, our
choices. They are countless, we
make them nearly every second
of the day. Should I wait in this
godforsaken line or try for a chatand-cut? Sit in Thomas or the
Great Hall? The chicken or the
fish?
Often in these social situations, as in those early freshman
days, it is easy to defer decision
making to others. All the invisible impetuses, all the signals
we’re supposed to be catching
— they overwhelm us. We ask
our friends, “Where do you
want to sit?” not necessarily because we actually care where the
other wants to sit, but because
we don’t want to think for ourselves.
It is in the decisions we make
that we find what makes us who
we are. For example, there is any
number of ways to express any
number of ideas. Even the words
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INTERVIEWS WITH

Josh Radnor
Allison Janney
Richard Jenkins

Take a first look
behind-the-scenes of
Liberal Arts

Interviews conducted by
August Steigmeyer

Josh Radnor spoke with the Collegian about
working with Lizzie Olsen, how Allison
Janney is like a Stradivarius violin and
the nature of inside jokes at Kenyon.

Q
&
A

Josh Radnor ’96 wrote, directed, produced and starred in Liberal Arts. His
character Jesse returns to his alma mater
and starts a relationship with a student.
Radnor, who also stars in the television
show How I Met Your Mother, made
his film directorial debut in 2010.
This interview has been edited for
clarity and space. The full interview is
available online at www.kenyoncollegian.com.
Did the story or Kenyon
filming plans come first?
Kind of neither. I went
back last spring to show my

first film Happythankyoumoreplease and while I was there,
being there [just inspired me].
I mentioned these things to my
producer, Jesse Hara and he said
‘that’s a great movie’ and immediately a light bulb went off and
I saw this movie. I went to Spain
for three weeks by myself last
spring and just travelled around
and I started writing the screenplay while I was there.
You never know how fast
these things are going to move:
from script to screen Happy-

thankyoumoreplease took about
4 or 5 years. When something
is working, the writing is a little
more effortless and this was one
of those occasions — I wrote
the Liberal Arts script very fast.
In about 3 or 4 months I had a
first draft and then things just
moved pretty fast in terms of
getting financing for it.
The more I thought about
it, the more I thought that I
wrote it specifically for Kenyon.
I wrote scenes in the chapel, in
the theater, in Middle Ground,
in the Bookstore. Once we were
actually on the campus and location scouting, everyone kept
saying, “Wow, this is the easiest
location scout we’ve ever done,”
and I’m like “Yeah, because I

wrote specifically for these places.” There’s no other place for
it. This is where it needs to be
filmed.
What was your return to
Kenyon like? Which Kenyon
did you represent in the movie:
the current Kenyon or the one
you remember?
One of the things about Kenyon is its sturdy dependability–
you get back on campus and
you’re like, “Yep, this is pretty
much how I remember things.”
There are obvious changes - we
didn’t have the athletic center
when I was there and Middle
Ground was called “The KC”
and little things like where the
hell are the magazines in the
see Radnor, page 8

Allison Janney Discusses Her Return to Kenyon
Allison Janney ’82, star of television’s The
West Wing, plays Prof. Judith Fairfield in
Liberal Arts. The gruff English professor she
portrays is unimpressed when Radnor recalls
how much he loved her class.
Janney spoke with the Collegian about living in Gund, working with Josh Radnor and
driving a getaway car at Kenyon.
This interview has been edited for clarity
and space. The full interview is available online
at www.kenyoncollegian.com.
What drew you to the film and the role?
[My assistant] said, “You’re getting an offer to do this film that Josh Radnor wrote.”
He went to Kenyon College, so I had heard
that there was a Kenyon connection, so I said,

“Of course, I have to read it.
I still feel that Kenyon is such a small
school that anyone who goes there and comes
across my path, I owe him one. I read [the
script] and my character doesn’t come in until
page 70. Ordinarily, I wouldn’t go all the way
to Ohio and do it, but it’s such a fun character, I just totally fell in love with the part and
the script was great, too.
I really just bonded to the part he wrote.
I’ve never gotten to play an English professor and the one he wrote — she’s just a great,
mysterious woman — I couldn’t wait to get
to play her; I’m happy that he thought of me.
Plus, [there was] the fact that I got to go back
to Kenyon.

There is something about being there during the summer and walking around the campus while there was nobody there. I didn’t
feel as self-conscious as I would with all the
students there. I got to feel like it was mine
again and I walked around and tried to think
of it like when I was a student there. I couldn’t
remember what my freshman dorm was — I
could remember where it was but I couldn’t
remember what it was called. I found my way
to it instinctively. I was in Gund and I found
my room. It’s just such a beautiful bucolic
[campus]. When I walked up there I knew
immediately where it was.
Has a lot changed since you were here?
see JANNEY, page 8

COURTESY OF KAREN SAMFILIPPO

Richard Jenkins Applies His Oscar-nominated Talent
Oscar-nominated
actor
Richard Jenkins, star of The
Visitor, plays a retiring college
professor in Radnor’s film.
He spoke with the Collegian
about growing up in the Midwest, college theatre and swimming at the KAC.
This interview has been edited for clarity and space. The full
interview is available online at
www.kenyoncollegian.com.
How did you get involved
with Liberal Arts?
I really liked the script a lot,
loved the part, really wanted
to do it and luckily [Radnor]
wanted me to do it. We talked
about it after Happythankyoumoreplease he said “I want to do
something else with you” and I
said “I’d love to,” so that’s how
this came about.
What about the role interested you?
Well, a lot of things. There’s
a wonderful line in the movie

COURTESY OF JEREMY KAUFMAN

where I say, “in my head I’m still
19” and I think most people feel
that way. It was an interesting
predicament that I felt close to
and understood. This professor
is retiring and decides that, after
he’s announced his retirement,
he’d like to take it back because
he’s afraid to change his life.
And the other thing is,
I’m a Midwesterner, I went to
Illinois-Wesleyan University,
which is a small school about

the size of Kenyon. I loved the
idea of where [the film] was [set]
too, I thought that was really
cool.
Was your character a good
professor? Did he inspire Radnor’s character?
I think he was a good teacher. He loved his students, loved
his subjects, encouraged them
to think … open doors for
them. In that time of your life,
that’s your first time away from

home for some people, it really
stays with you your whole life. I
think he loved what he did — I
know he did, because I played
him.
Did the Bolton bring back
memories of your own theater?
Well it’s the same size theater but it’s not the stage itself,
it’s what happened there — the
people you met, the plays you
were in, the experiences you
had. It was a great place and I
think Josh has that same feeling about Kenyon — I know
he does and you’ll see that in his
film.
Allison Janney said that
the screenplay hints that your
character and hers may be
forming a relationship. Did
you get that sense?
I’d take it farther than that.
I think we took a cruise together for six months and then spent
a year in India. No, I’m kidding.

But yes, I think they found each
other in the movie. They’d been
kind of passing in the night for
years and years and finally connected.
What kind of roles do you
like to take? Leading, supporting? How much does it
depend on the film itself?
It’s a little of everything. If
the role is interesting, that’s all I
really ask for. I don’t really have
specific criteria, I just look at
something and say, “You know,
I think I could play this, I really
think I could offer something.”
What advice can you give
to Kenyon drama majors who
want to follow a similar career
path?
The truth is, I don’t know
— that’s the truth. But, it can
be very frustrating, and it can
be very challenging, and it’s supposed to be, I think. It’s a wonderful profession, that’s why a
lot of people want to do it. But

if you’re meant to do it, there’s
room for everybody. So if it’s
really your life, and you know
that, something will happen.
I know that sounds vague and
maybe corny, but it’s true.
What did you see here that
was distinctly Kenyon? What
will you always remember
from this campus?
The campus is just beautiful,
in a Midwestern small school
way. There’s a sophistication to
the campus, to the buildings,
to the way it’s laid out. I have to
say — when you’re an actor and
you’re not shooting, you have
time alone and I rode a bike on
that bike path constantly. I just
— that is so beautiful and I’m
from Illinois and it reminded
me of home. It just was a warm
summer day.
I also love the pool. I was a
swimmer in high school and
college. It was just extraordinary and I used that too.
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The Making of...

Liberal Arts

Josh Radnor returns to Kenyon to film his second movie, Liberal Arts.
The film takes a nostalgic look at days gone by on a college campus.
From page 1
or four scenes, so sometimes I’d
be the guy behind Josh Radnor
with a bike and sometimes I’d
be crossing the street in the
very far corner of the frame.”
“The most difficult thing
about my job was realizing that
being an extra isn’t very fun,”
Arbery said. “It mostly entails
waiting around for hours, often
in the sun, for a few minutes of
endlessly repeated walking, often in deep background.”
The time commitment required of extras varied based
on the type of scene. One of
the longest was the Old Kenyon party scene, filmed on June
17. Background actors had to
stand by from 4:00 p.m. until
around 2:00 a.m. and could
not leave without interfering
with the film’s continuity. A
second party scene was shot
from 2:00 a.m. until 4:30 a.m.,
and the Assistant Directors
(ADs) asked for volunteers to
stay around for this extra shoot.
“It was very, very hard for
me to keep my extras happy
sometimes,” Arbery said.
“They tended to have this look
on their face which said ‘Is it
time for us now?’ and it would
cause me a lot of pain to say,
‘No ... when they’re ready for
us, they’ll let us know.’”
“Since I was crew, I mostly
got to know the crew,” Arbery
said. “The cast tended to be
protected. … Many of the performers, like Richard Jenkins,
Allison Janney and Zac Efron,
were only there for a few days.
The ones who were there for

longer, like Josh, Lizzie Olsen
and John Magaro, I did get
a chance to know, and they
were extremely nice. In fact, I
drove John Magaro, when he
was [done filming], back to
his home near Akron, and it
was awesome to hang out with
him. Lizzie was recently … in
Dallas promoting her movie
Martha Marcy May Marlene
and I went to the screening and
she treated me like I was an old
friend, and I’m really not, so
that was very nice of her.”
Reilly Brock ’12 said he
had several close movie star encounters, but never got to know
them. “I was behind Josh Radnor for a while, [but] I didn’t
really say hi. I didn’t feel like
that would be appropriate,” he
said. “He seemed stressed out.
I think it was just a lot for him
to do. I’d imagine Mr. Radnor
was a stressed-out guy.”
Arbery had a similar impression “Josh was a very busy
man on set,” he said. “Being a
writer-actor-producer-director
is no small feat, and he would
frequently say that he was doing too much. But he always
said it like he had it under control, and he did. … From what
I can tell, the crew loved working for him, and he was so great
to us Kenyon kids. He really
made sure we had a great experience.”
Zac Efron
“I heard rumors that Zac
Efron was coming on the first
day I started working, which
was about a week and a half
before shooting,” Arbery said.

“I was not allowed to mention
him at all. We didn’t want extras coming just because Zac
Efron was in it. We didn’t want
them to tell their friends and
bring cameras and spoil the
quiet, concentrated set.”
Efron’s “Nat” is “a pivotal
character in the movie,” according to Radnor. The High
School Musical star was on
campus from June 17-18 and
completed all his scenes in that
time. Most Kenyon students
(and visiting OSU students)
saw Efron during the filming of the party scene in the
DKE lounge in the Old Kenyon basement, which required
many extras.
“One night I had to get 80
extras for an Old Kenyon party
scene, and when the Second
Assistant Director came in and
told them that Zac Efron was
coming, there was a collective
gasp and then a flurry of whispers,” Arbery said.
“[Efron] was walking by,
getting ready to do another
take, and he winked right at
me,” Kaitlin Graff ’12 said.
“I’ve been working on my
winking ever since so the next
time I see him I’ll be ready.”
Radnor said he and Efron
became friendly at the Maui
Film Festival last year. “He was
there and Happythankyoumoreplease was playing there and
we hung out,” Radnor said.
“We just really enjoyed talking to each other and stayed in
touch. I said I had this role and
Jesse [Hara], my producer, and
I talked about it. [We] decided
that [Efron] would be great

in the role, and he was. We
whisked him in under cover
of darkness and got him out
before a lot of people knew he
was there.”
They may have whisked
him out of Gambier a little too
quickly, however. When the
crew needed different angles of
the shots of Efron, they called
in Arbery to act as his body
double nearly a week after the
party scene was first filmed.
“We couldn’t finish the entirety of his scene one night,” Arbery said. “We needed to turn
the camera around and get the
coverage on Josh. I memorized
all of Zac’s lines and wore his
costume … I don’t know if I’m
allowed to tell this story.”
Release Date
Radnor’s previous film debuted at the Sundance Film
Festival in January of 2010.
Radnor said he does not know
if he will follow the same path
with Liberal Arts. “We’re [editing] it right now, and we’re
going to have that discussion
soon, so I really don’t know
what the plan is for this,” he
said. “I imagine it will involve
film festivals, but we’re not sure
yet. It’s still very early in the
process.”
After Sundance, Radnor
came to Kenyon to show Happythankyoumoreplease,
and
he said he would like to do
that again with Liberal Arts.
“Again, it’s really early in the
process, but certainly I’m going
to have to show [Liberal Arts]
at Kenyon at some point,” he
said.
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There’s no other
place for it. This
is where it needs
to be filmed.
Josh Radnor

PHOTOS BY AUGUST STEIGMEYER AND MIKE MUNDEN

Left ( from the bottom): The film crew sets up for a shot of Josh Radnor and Elizabeth Olsen laying on Ransom
lawn. Radnor (left) sets up the next shot with his Director of Photography Seamus Tierney. The crew gathers
around the playback screen to watch the last scene; Will Arbery ’11 (in the white shirt) organized background
actors for the film. A crewmember watches the playback of the last scene filmed: Jesse (Radnor) skipping along
Middle Path after his long-awaited return to his Alma Mater. Right (Clockwise from top) Radnor chats with
Elizabeth Olsen between takes. Radnor prepares for a dinner scene in the Mount Vernon Country Club. Radnor and Olsen’s stand-ins help the crew set up the shot before the actors are ready to take their places. Second
Assistant Director Katie Botkin, Radnor and Producer Jesse Hara watch the action from behind camera. The
Liberal Arts Crew moves equipment to a new shooting location.
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Radnor: Director/Star Returns to His Roots FAST
From page 5
FACTS

back of the Bookstore (because
that was a big thing when I was
there, to hang out and read magazines for hours and hours). But
largely it feels like people who are
at Kenyon now are having a very
similar experience to what I had
– just with more cell phones and
Internet.
A lot of the movie is about a
kind of timelessness or a kind of
Eden or Brigadoon-esque quality to the College that you step
into a world and it’s just preserved, not much has changed.
As with most of my movies, I
really try not to drop too many
modern references: there’s no
mention of Facebook and Twitter and any sort of modern fad
thing going on because I want
my movies to age well. One of
the things about Kenyon is that
the College ages well, it looks
better over time. So I was really
just trying to hook into that spirit and that spirit of the school.
How did you handle the
relationship between the older
college alum and the young
student? How did you dodge
the inherent creepiness of such
a relationship?
I really wanted to preserve
the integrity of both of these
characters. It’s more of a sweet,
almost connection than an actual line-crossing. The character
that I played has all those concerns that you asked about. It’s
not just some amoral guy, he’s
not un-tormented by this stuff.
He asks himself, “Why am I so
fascinated by this 19-year-old?”

GREENSLADE SPECIAL COLLECTIONS

Josh Radnor performed in a 1994 Kenyon production of The
Importance of Being Earnest.
He asks her this question at one
point — she says, “We connect
very well” and he says, “I know,
but I don’t know if that’s because
you’re advanced or because I’m
stunted.’’ I think it’s that kind of
thing.
How did you cast? Why did
these actors fit the roles?
Some of this was just happy
accident. I wrote this part, this
professor that’s retiring, I wrote
it specifically for Richard Jenkins and, happily, he agreed to
do it.
With Elizabeth, we also
have the same agent, all three of
us have the same agent. And I
showed [my agent] the first 4045 pages of the script and then
she called be immediately after
she read it and she said, “I have
your Zibby. Her name’s Elizabeth Olsen. I just started working with her and you’re not going

to find anyone better.”
I didn’t totally trust her because I thought, well she’s [Olsen’s] agent, she’s just being a
good agent. I met a bunch of
people and I met Lizzie and [my
agent] was right, she was just the
person for the role.
Why did you cast Allison
Janney?
For that part we had a long
list of people that we had been
discussing and when her name
came up, it sort of leapt off the
page. I think that’s who this role
is really supposed to go to. I’d
met her once before, just very
briefly, but I’ve always been such
a fan of hers and I love the fact
that she had gone to Kenyon
and that we’d had all the same
professors and performed on the
same stages. Again, I was just so
happy that she wanted to do it
and we had so much fun. I adore

her and in some ways she has no
idea how good she is. I described
her like a Stradivarius — any
note that comes out of her, any
note that you want to play, is just
gorgeous.
How would you describe
your style as a director?
From a larger perspective,
for me it’s important that everyone has a very positive, special
experience in the making of my
movie because, why make movies if you’re not going to have
a great, transformative time? I
don’t think that you have to suffer through a horrible experience
to get something great on screen.
In fact, it works for me in the reverse — I feel like if everyone is
encouraged to do their best work
and feel safe then that’s going to
show up on the screen. I’m the
opposite of a dictator on set.
I think for the actors it’s a different experience to be directed
by your scene partner. Allison
started laughing during our first
day, she was so thrown by the
fact that the guy she was in the
scene with would stop and start
directing her. It’s very efficient
because we shoot these movies
so fast.
But I think on certain days
it can be a little frustrating for
people who maybe aren’t used
to working [with someone so
technical]. Sometimes before we
move on I just need some technical beat to be hit. I feel like I’ve
been able to develop this thing
where I can be both in the scene
and be watching the scene at the
same time when the other person is [acting]. In some ways I’m

fully in it, but I’m also thinking
about the editing room so I’ve
got a lot of different balls in the
air when I’m doing this. Sometimes I’m more successful at it
than others.
If I’ve done one thing right
in both these movies it’s that I’ve
just surrounded myself with the
right people in terms of cast and
crew. I’ve worked with the same
cinematographer, the same production designer and the same
editor on both my movies and
it’s really great to be able to speak
shorthand and they know now
what to tell me or not to tell me
so it all works out nicely.
Do you have any good Kenyon stories?
I don’t know. None come to
mind and some are so insidery
and weird and depend on you
knowing like eight nicknames
and four inside jokes and it
would be impossible to explain
and it certainly wouldn’t translate in print. But, my 15-year
reunion was while we were prepping the film, which was strange
because we had a whole work
week and then at the end of the
week all my old classmates started coming back on campus. It
was amazing to see everyone, but
I was just happy that I was there.
I was so happy that I got to spend
a few months in Gambier.
I have to say that all these
people who had never heard of
Kenyon College who were on
my crew left wearing Kenyon
sweatshirts and intending to
send their kids their one day. The
College continues to work its
magic on people.

Janney: Alumna Shares Personal ‘Hill’ Stories
From page 5
Everything I remember looks the same
but then there’s all these brand new
buildings that were behind Rosse Hall
and all those buildings back there —
they look perfect, they look like they’ve
always been there. … I think it’s hysterical that the New Apartments are still
called the New Apartments. It looks
like they’re building some new houses
behind Caples there; those look pretty
extraordinary. It’s good to see that the
College is still growing and there’s still
money being pumped in there.
What is your character like? What’s
her relationship to Josh’s character?
I play Professor Judith Fairfield.
[Radnor’s character, Jesse] sees her in
the College bookstore and she’s kind of
a rockstar in his mind because she was
such a cool teacher, a kind of British romantic literature and poetry [teacher]
and she’s just this unbelievably cool,
iconic person to have. He goes up and
says, “Well, gosh, your class was my favorite class.” And she’s like, “Yeah, so?
And?” She’s just kind of a jaded professor who just doesn’t give a shit anymore
about who thinks she’s a good teacher
and who doesn’t. She’s not a very happy
woman. She’s kind of predatory. I’ve
never played anyone like her before and
it was certainly fun that I got to act with
Richard Jenkins, who’s one of my favor-

ite actors, and you sort of get the feeling
at the end that she might hook up with
Richard Jenkins’ character. That was just
pure heaven getting to act with both Josh
and Richard Jenkins. Richard I’ve been
aware of for a long time and admired
him. Josh is one of my new favorite people.
What was it like to work with Paul
Newman while you were at Kenyon?
He was a great director. He loved
directing and he had a way of being private with each actor. He wouldn’t just sit
back in his seat and yell directions, he’d
come up and put his arm around you
and go whisper or talk to you privately
about what he wanted you to try, which
I kind of loved. I don’t think every actor on stage knew what the other actors’
objectives were or what they were doing
— I think it made it more interesting to
act. I wish I could have worked with him
more; he was really a wonderful man.
Any good Kenyon stories?
There are probably some things that
aren’t appropriate to talk about. I do remember piling into a car and going to
Ponderosa and one of my classmates
stealing a policeman’s hat and racing off.
Oh, my God, it was such a big scandal at
school. He stole a cop’s hat at the Ponderosa and we took off in the getaway car
and then the whole campus was searched
the next day — the cops were looking for
the hat that was stolen. I was driving the

It cost about $6 million
to film Liberal Arts.
Radnor and his team
used rooms in Leonard
as dressing rooms while
on set.
Most of the crew stayed
in New Apartments,
but some of the higherups stayed in the Bexley
Apartments.
The DKE lounge in
the movie doesn’t look
much like the one we’re
familiar with. The crews
brought in paintings and
new furniture and even
changed the color of the
walls to spruce up the
space.
AVI catered meals for
the cast, crew and extras. They were served
in Peirce. Kenyon students who worked on the
film received free meals,
though extras were not
otherwise compensated
for their time.
Some of the cast and
crew went tubing on the
Kokosing twice.
Since the movie was set
in April, the extras were
asked to dress for cool
temperatures — in the
middle of June.
Before Zac Efron arrived
on campus, all the extras
were warned especially
that if they were found
taking pictures or video,
they would be thrown
off the set.

Liberal Arts is the
first big production to
be filmed at Kenyon,
though it is not the first
film to approach Kenyon
about using the campus.
Both Dead Poets’ Society
and I.Q. approached Kenyon about filming on
campus.

GREENSLADE SPECIAL COLLECTIONS

Allison Janney, star of The West Wing, got her acting start in the Bolton Theater
during her four years at Kenyon.
getaway car in that incident — I had some
pretty crazy friends.
Did they ever find the hat?
I don’t know. I don’t know if the guy who
took it still has it, but it was a big drama. We
were sitting and eating and he saw it up on
the hat rack by the door and he said, “I’m going to get that hat.” And I was like, “Don’t
do that. Don’t take that hat.” And he walked

out, took the hat and was like, “Go, go, go,
go!” And I was like, “Oh, my God, what are
you doing?”
I don’t know where he put it, but they
literally did a room search to find that hat. I
don’t know what happened to that hat, but I
was part of the getaway car. I was not a willing participant in that caper; it was peer pressure.

More movies are being filmed in Ohio
since 2009, when former Governor Ted
Strickland approved a
tax credit for films that
promise to spend more
than $300,000. The
film Ides of March, starring George Clooney
and Ryan Gosling was
recently shot on the Miami University campus,
and The Avengers, starring Robert Downey Jr.,
Scarlett Johansson and
Samuel L. Jackson was
shot in Cleveland.
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Lili Martinez
Oman is under construction. From the moment
I stepped off the plane in
Muscat, Oman’s capital, this
fact characterized my impression of the country more than
anything else. Large parts of
the capital and long stretches
of road promise urban development and new residences
— in the future. As we drove
to the hotel on the first
night, skeletons of new hotels and apartment buildings
were scattered everywhere I
looked.
It took me a few days to
figure out why Oman is such
a work in progress. Unlike its
neighbors in the Gulf, specifically Qatar and Bahrain,
Oman has a benevolent sultan, beloved by almost everyone. In the past 40 years, he’s
brought Oman, a Kansassized country neighboring
Saudi Arabia on the Arabian
peninsula, from third-world
poverty (without sanitation,
roads, schools or electricity)
to a country with a thriving tourism industry and the
friendliest people I have ever
met.
I went to Oman this
summer on a Critical Language Scholarship, a program
sponsored by the State Department with institutes in

Students

countries deemed by the U.S.
government to speak languages “critical” to national
security.
Arabic-speaking
recipients of the scholarship
are assigned to one of five institutes in Tunisia, Morocco,
Oman and Jordan. Those
eight weeks were, for me, a
whirlwind of souks, classes,
trips and a lot of Arabic.
In no particular order,
some of what I learned in
Oman follows:
Guests are really important— more important than
family, in most cases. Unlike
in America, guests are not
allowed to help set or clear
the table for a meal, or pay
for anything, ever. If you’re
a guest in an Omani household, your hosts will go out of
their way to make you comfortable.
Similarly, when you
meet an Omani for the first
time, you will probably be
invited to his or her house
immediately. They’re not just
eager to meet Americans; it’s
a genuine trait of hospitality
that they’d offer to any tourist
or new acquaintance.
Despite temperatures
that regularly hit 120° F and
above, I dressed modestly, in
long sleeves, loose clothing,
long skirts and sometimes a
headscarf. As uncomfortable
as it was, I just had to get used

Taylor Sweeney ’15
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Left: Lili Martinez ’12 poses for
a photo in Oman, where she was
requireed to wear conservative
clothing in accordance with
Islamic culture. Despite the
extreme heat of the Arabian
Peninsula, Martinez eventually
adjusted to the expectations for
womens’ clothing there.
Below: An ornate door in an
Omani home. While travelling, Martinez was surprised by
the emphasis Omanis put on
hosting guests, be they tourists
or citzens. In Oman guests are
treated with the utmost respect
and generosity. Additionally,
most Omanis will immediately
invite guests into their homes
after meeting them.

to it — and I did.
For some reason, Toyota
has a flagship dealership in
Oman, and everyone drives
them there — they’re kind of
like luxury cars.
Oman’s workforce is
mainly composed of South
Asian expatriates: Bangladeshis, Indians, Pakistanis
and Indonesians. And most
of them shop at LuLu Hypermarket, our weekly shopping
center, as well. Fun fact: shopping there without a headscarf means they will stare at

you unabashedly.
I’ll miss the 50-cent
falafel down the road, the
fresh-squeezed fruit juices
that are so readily available,
and the wonderful teachers
— all Omani — who were
so pleased that Americans
were coming to study their
language. And look out for
Oman on the world stage
soon – it’s coming into its
own, slowly but surely. In this
time of instability in the Arab
world, Oman is a little island
of quiet development.

William Melick,
Professor of Economics

Devon Donohue ’14

Siobhan Fennessy,
Professor of Biology

Fac/Staff
Totals so far:
Students: 6
Faculty: 10

Gambier
Grillin’

Vs

Where did President
Obama vacation in
August?

Hawaii

Martha’s Vineyard

Martha’s Vineyard

Martha’s Vineyard

Martha’s Vineyard,
Mass.

What hurricane struck the
east coast last week?

Irene

Irene

Irene

Irene

Irene

Within +/- 0.5, what
was the magnitude of
last week’s Virginia
earthquake?

6.4

5.8

5.6

5.9

5.8 Mw

Who is one current
senator from Ohio?

Uma Thurman

John Boehner

Sherrod Brown and
Rob Portman

Sherrod Brown

Sherod Brown and Rob
Portman

Which U.S. President
graduated from Kenyon?

Rutherford B. Hayes

Rutherford B. Hayes

Rutherford B. Hayes

Rutherford B. Hayes

Rutherford B. Hayes

Total Correct

Two

Four

Five

Five

By David Hoyt
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“Real World Gambier” Characterizes Party Culture
BEN ROS
“Real World Gambier” returned
Aug. 24 for an audience of guileless first years and their CA escorts.
Starting with issues on par with
petty high school shenanigans (bad
roommate etiquette, peer pressure),
the annual series of informational skits launched into some of the
less comfortable topics concerning
our Kenyon social scene: substance
abuse, various forms of bigotry and
rape. The completely student-run
production deviated little from previous years: three interconnected
scenes showcased various aspects of
Kenyon party culture, each punctuated by a helpful aside on dealing
with such situations and the contact
information to do so.
Scene one opened on a pair of
roommates gussying up for the
night’s events. Here, issues of personal boundaries and a common
sense view of ownership highlighted
the responsibilities of living with a
stranger. Scene two jumped straight
into a small party where the discus-

sion began to carry the uncomfortable overtones of ignorance and
bigotry within issues as widespread
as faith, race and sexuality. As the
evening progressed, the characters
became more belligerently drunk
until they realized that one of their
thirstier comrades had passed out.
They hastily called Safety, putting a
quick end to a tense night as well as
the second scene. The final two skits
of the third scene depicted two different sides of a hook-up: the first —
a desirable end to the night, the second — date rape.
Following the actual performance, the actors stepped out of
character to directly address the audience with various tales of caution.
Most spoke from personal experience, others from common sense,
and the serious note of each admonition was a surprisingly smooth
transition from the self-aware camp
of the production that preceded it.
Added to that concluding aside was
an explanation of last year’s discussion panel held in response to the
posters reading “jungle fever” and

a call to prevent similarly offensive
situations. The encompassing moral
of the production focused largely
on keeping channels of communication open throughout the Kenyon
community. Accordingly, campus
resources such as Community Advisors, Campus Safety and Sexual Misconduct Advisors were constantly
referenced as available outlets for
first years in trouble.
“Real World Gambier” deserves
a lot of credit for being a completely student-run production put on
solely for the purpose of educating
wide-eyed first years before their first
weekend at Kenyon. As Jamal Jordan
’12, a facilitator of the event who has
been involved since his sophomore
year, said, “It’s really important to
have one event [during orientation
week] where students can talk peer
to peer … it’s important for people
to look out for each other.” Despite
the actors being conspicuously aware
that the production was more valuable as information than as entertainment, it was nevertheless well
acted and an enjoyable experience.

DAVID HOYT

The student-run skits covered a variety of topics ranging from appropriate roommate behavior to the application of the Good Samaritan Policy.

Second City Delivers a Second-Rate Performance in Rosse
The Chicago-based comedy troupe speaks more to
first years than the Kenyon community as a whole.
JORDI ALONSO

Rarely do all the seats
of Rosse auditorium fill
with an eager audience, especially before classes have
even started. But on Aug.
23, Second City, the fabled
Chicago comedy troupe,
was back in Gambier for the
night.
The group has performed
during orientation week for
the past few years, but this
year’s show definitely deviated from last year’s. For
this performance, the group

made the majority of their
show college-relevant, which
lessened its quality. The first
half of the night featured
skits representing moments
in the day of a college student, such as dealing with
a new roommate, attending
a creative writing class and
dealing with homesickness.
In the third skit, for example, a doting father looked
for ways to stall his final
goodbye after setting up his
first year’s room. His excuses not to leave became more
and more personal, touch-

ing on the three almost mythologized subjects of conversation that come to mind
when one thinks of college:
alcohol, sex and sexual orientation. Though the skits
were largely disappointing,
many of the group’s jokes
characteristically crossed
the line from typical humor
into biting and penetrating
humor.
The strongest skits followed intermission, albeit
unfortunately after a fair
number of people had already given up on the night

and left the auditorium. The
second half of the show —
still marginally connected
to the college experience —
emphasized Second City’s
strong points, namely their
improvisational skills. The
show looked on the verge
of reclaiming itself until
two members of the troupe
acted out a self-defense
class in which members of
the audience suggested certain common implements
with which one might have
to defend oneself, such as a
toothbrush or a backpack.
The skit had the feel of an
overdone action film, with
explosion sound effects ev-

ery time one of the two “officers” mentioned Campus
Safety and its focus on defense against “creep with a
katana” or “throwing stars.”
The highlight of the
night was the Angry Birds
musical.
Second
City
turned the popular game
into a dramatic fight between the birds and the pig
who stole their eggs. The
cast members, with bird faces on their hats, introduced
themselves in character and
played off the fact that their
entire audience had probably played the game many
times. The skit culminated
in the revelation of a secret

romance between the Black
Bird and the White Bird,
after which, in a desperate
attempt to save the Black
Bird, the White Bird almost
broke its egg.
“In improv sometimes
you need to just go with what
feels right instead of making
it fit a theme,” Robert Angel ’13 said. “I thought their
strongest parts were when
they were doing improvisation for us … perhaps because I’m a junior. If I were
a freshman looking at it I
might like it more because
I’d like to know everything
I could about college life
and I’d be horribly scared.”

Kenyon Film Society

Walk the Moon

THIS WEEK IN KENYON FILM SOCIETY: RECENT OSCAR WINNERS
The Kenyon Film Society will screen The King’s Speech and The Hurt Locker this Friday and
Saturday at 7:30 p.m. respectively in the KAC theater. Both films took the Academy Award for Best
Picture.

AMELIA MCCLURE

Kenyon has its fair share of notable alums, including Emmy and Academy Award-winner Paul Newman ’49, The Help star Allison Janney ’82, Seabiscuit: An American Legend
author Laura Hillenbrand ’89 and of course one would be remiss without mentioning
Liberal Arts director and star Josh Radnor ’96.
These are only a couple of Kenyon’s claim-to-fame names, however, and Janney and
Radnor are not the only stars with massive summer accomplishments. Columbus-based
band Walk the Moon, headed by former Chaser and lead singer Nick Petricca ’09, performed at Bonnaroo and Lollapalooza this summer and began recording their first fulllength album in July.
Their hit single “Anna Sun,” named after a Kenyon professor of Sociology and Asian
Studies, was also recently named by Esquire Magazine one of the “30 Summer Songs Every Man Should Listen To.”
Look for our interview with Petricca in next week’s issue.

-Lauren Toole ’14

Friday, Sept. 2nd — The King’s Speech
The King’s Speech is a truly remarkable film, because it manages to delight both the critic and the
average moviegoer alike. It has received tremendous critical acclaim and, of course, won the Academy Award for Best Picture in 2010. At its heart, however, The King’s Speech remains a feel-good film
that appeals to the masses, which launched it into box office success — it had the highest per-theater
ticket sales of any film last year. Both the critical and mass acclaim are mainly due to the outstanding
performances of the lead actors — Colin Firth, Geoffrey Rush and Helena Bonham Carter — all of
whom were nominated for their performances, with Firth winning the actual award.
Anyone who has seen the film will surely want to see it again, if not for the simple enjoyment
of watching Firth repeatedly scream “Balls!” As for anyone who has not seen the film ... seriously,
folks, it’s really much more interesting than the premise of a king trying to overcome his stutter. It’s
an engaging, enjoyable and overall excellent film. It even has Queen Elizabeth II’s recommendation.
Now that’s high praise.
Saturday, Sept. 3rd — The Hurt Locker
In 2009, The Hurt Locker created buzz when it beat out early favorite Avatar to win Best Picture.
It also picked up a Best Director award for Kathryn Bigelow, the first woman to ever win the award.
These prestigious awards, however, are not the film’s only accolades. The film was the second-best
critically reviewed film of the year when it was released, after Up. Roger Ebert especially was a fan
of the film, listing it as the second-best film of the decade. The film is considered the best movie
portrayal about the Iraq war to date and stars Jeremy Renner (who was Oscar nominated for his
performance), Anthony Mackie, Guy Pearce, David Morse, Ralph Fiennes and Evangeline Lilly.
- Miles Purinton ’12
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Clockwise from top right: skylights over the Gallery space, main staircase and
two views of the entrance lobby.

ART

FOR OUR

SAKE
After two years of construction, the Gund Gallery
will open its doors to the Kenyon community when it
hosts its first exhibition in October.
CALEB BISSINGER
Thomas Jefferson spent the
last years of his life designing the
“Academical Village,” a series
of buildings bearing Jefferson’s
architectural stamp at the center of the University of Virginia
campus. With the opening of
the Graham Gund Gallery, the
building’s architect, Graham
Gund ’63, may have cemented
his role as Kenyon’s Thomas Jefferson.
The Gallery, which opened
for classes last week, is part of the
first phase of the 30-year master
plan for Kenyon that Gund’s
Boston-based firm unveiled
in 2004. To date, the Gund
Partnership has designed eight
buildings at Kenyon including
the Athletic Center, the Science
Quad and the North Campus
Apartments.
Gund, an avid art collector,
pledged $11.5 million toward
the 31,000-square-foot building. It now houses the art history
department, complete with classrooms, offices, and a 132-seat auditorium. Much like Storer Hall
and the addition to Peirce, both
designed by Gund’s firm, the

Gallery blends sandstone with a
soft maple interior complemented by dramatic windows. It lands
on something nearly modern,
but comfortably so.
Upstairs, the building houses
a 6,209-square-foot flexible gallery where temporary walls may
be constructed to divide the
space. “Dividing space thoughtfully allows for us to create narratives,” said Natalie Marsh, director and chief curator of the
Gund Gallery. “I look forward to
creating visual stories, theoretical
propositions and assumptions
challenging the juxtapositions in
these spaces.”
The Gallery’s maiden exhibit, “Seeing/Knowing,” opens
Thursday, October 27th. It features 16 contemporary artists
whose work deals with information, data and systems.
The new gallery space will replace the Olin Gallery located on
the Library’s lower level. A spatial
consultant will come to study the
library space in hopes of finding
a new use for the Olin Gallery,
perhaps as part of a redesigned library entrance, according to Ron
Griggs, vice president for Library
and Information Services.

Marsh, who has an MFA in
painting and a Ph.D. in South
Asian and Himalayan art history
from The Ohio State University,
comes to Kenyon from Denison,
where she served as the first official director of that University’s
art museum.
She is joined by Megan Hancock, curatorial assistant, Robert
Colby, the curator of academic
and interpretive programs and
Julie Leone, the gallery’s collections manager and registrar.
The gallery is complete with a
loading dock, freight elevator, exhibition preparation space and a
collection storage facility, and the
staff will soon transport visual art
and artifacts from the college’s
special collections. Collections
Manager Julie Leone will oversee
the project. Some of these works,
which range in period and genre,
will be made available to faculty
across campus who wish to use
the pieces as teaching tools.
Connecting faculty and students with its collection is central
to the Gallery’s mission, according to Marsh. “I am adamant
about insuring that any exhibition [in the Gallery] present real
links to at least three disciplines

or programs on campus,” she
said.
The gallery staff will soon
finalize a faculty-curated exhibition program, something offered
by only a small scatter of colleges
and universities. “Kenyon’s faculty will have opportunities to
learn more about curatorial and
museum work,” Marsh said, “and
in so doing further harness their
own deep intellectual and scholarly resources.”
The curatorial staff at the
gallery also plans to expand the
teaching collection beyond the
current special collections. Professors will be able to submit
dream lists of additions to the
college’s teaching collection. “I
want people to think big,” Marsh
said. “If you always show Rembrandt prints in your class, let’s
go find a donor who will give
us a few Rembrandt prints, or a
benefactor who might fund the
purchase of such works.
“If a faculty member comes
to us with a deep desire to have a
body of 20th-century war posters for use in teaching political
science or history courses, I’d be
thrilled.”
The building contains a curatorial classroom for close-viewing
works from the gallery’s collection. “We can build this,” Marsh
said of the gallery’s expanding
teaching collection, “and now we

have the space for it.”
While the gallery’s first exhibit won’t be unveiled until October, its small staff has big plans
for future exhibitions and local
outreach. “There are four of us,”
Hancock said, “so to say that we
cross over in our roles is an understatement.” As curatorial assistant, Hancock will manage
marketing and communication
for the gallery, contributing web
and graphic design. She will also
assist in the research and development of exhibitions. Already,
Hancock has organized poetry
and painting workshops geared
toward the greater Knox County
community in conjecture with
one of the museum’s opening
exhibitions, “Oxherding” — a
show of paintings and translations by Max Gimblett and Lewis Hyde inspired by a Buddhist
parable.
Robert Colby will also help
generate exhibits and manage
community outreach. “His primary responsibilities lie in connecting faculty and students to
our exhibitions, organizing lectures, panels, films, and other
public programming; managing
what looks to be a large and vital
Associates [intern] program and
outreach into the wider Knox
County community,” Marsh
said. Plans for a future exhibition
about the cultural fascination

with rural America include collaboration with Knox County
residents.
Beyond acquiring works that
could serve as classroom aids, the
gallery will also establish a collection of contemporary art. “It
is unreasonable for the Gund to
make its mark by becoming an
encyclopedic museum,” Marsh
said. “We are a little late to that
game.”
Given that many trustees,
parents, alumni and donors are
modern and contemporary art
collectors, “it seems a natural
fit for Kenyon,” Marsh said, “to
become an unrivaled leader in
20th- and 21st-century art.” She
added, however, that any donation to the collection, regardless
of period, region or style will be
a valuable addition in expanding the collection’s teaching and
learning resources.
Students will be involved every step of the way. The gallery’s
associates program launches
soon. It will give students the opportunity to assist in research,
marketing, and installation.
“I firmly believe that the
Gund Gallery will make its mark
in our category — small liberal
arts academic museum — by
significantly involving students
in its every process and project,”
Marsh said. “Few museums do
this.”
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Ladies Soccer
Sunday, Sept. 4 at 1:00 p.m.
Near Mavec Field
Kenyon vs. Capital University
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Near Mavec Field
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Fresh Faces Prepare for Tough Road Ahead

The senior-less field hockey team hopes to build a
foundation for the next few years.
NINA ZIMMERMAN
In her second season leading the Ladies field hockey team,
Head Coach Chrissy Needham
looks to build on a 2010-2011
season in which her team went
10-11 overall and 8-4 in conference.
“This is my second year here,
my second season, and my goals
for this program are to raise the
level of the program so that we’re
competing for the conference
championship every year,” Needham said.
The Ladies lost four graduating seniors, but their roster is
mostly first years and sophomores. The incoming class is the
first that Needham personally
scouted and recruited, making
their collegiate debut even more
meaningful to her.
“This year I’m very excited
to see a recruiting class of players that I have seen play quite a
bit and that I’m pretty familiar
with,” Needham said. “I’m excit-

ed to see how they do at the collegiate level and the impact that
they have on our team. Mixed in
with them we have a core group
of returning players who all [had]
considerable playing time last
year.”
The short preseason means
that the Ladies must simultaneously get into season shape, acclimate to playing with each other
and develop a team identity. Despite its size and youth, the team
has shown a good work ethic and
a willingness to go all out for their
sport and for each other.
“We really hit the ground
running with that, literally, and
I’ve been really happy with the
work rate of everyone on the
field, freshmen through upperclassmen,” Needham said. “[It’s]
very hard to tell the difference
between a junior and a freshman
when you watch our practice, so
[I’m] very happy with the team
dynamic at this point. I think
that everyone is comfortable with
each other and supporting each

other and trying to just find the
best way or the best combination
of players.”
A challenge in the new season
will be the addition of DePauw
University to the NCAC this
season. An added obstacle when
the Ladies travel to DePauw is
the surface of DePauw’s home
turf. It’s not turf, it’s grass and
Needham is not a fan of playing
on grass.
“I’m excited about raising the
level of play and exposure for field
hockey from the North Coast
Athletic Conference on a national level, and to add another quality team to our conference will
help us to that end,” Needham
said. “[Grass] just adds a lot of different variables, whereas our turf
is pretty much the same every day
we go out there, the ball bounces
pretty much the same way. My
philosophy of how I like our
team to play [is that] I’d rather be
on turf than grass.”
The Ladies will hit off their
regular season play this weekend,

DAVID HOYT

The Ladies are scheduled to start the season this weekend in Kentucky. Head Coach Chrissy
Needham has high hopes for her team this season and in seasons to come.
Sept. 3 and 4, at Centre College
in Danville, Ky., facing two nonconference opponents in Centre
and Rhodes College. Needham
sees the road trip as an opportunity to acclimate the freshwomen
to a typical game day routine and
travel at the collegiate level. The
trip also presents a scouting opportunity for the Ladies, since

Ladies Soccer Hits the Field

NINA ZIMMERMAN
After a summer hiatus, the Ladies
soccer team is looking to improve upon
a season in which they were 8-7 overall and 3-2-2 in conference, and placed
fifth in the North Coast Athletic Conference.
“I thought we played well last year,
we just were on the short end of a lot
of games by close scores,” Head Coach
Kelly Bryan said. “But we were in all of
our games, which was exciting.”
When the team first arrived back
on campus and started practicing again,
Bryan was pleasantly surprised by the
level of fitness the team brought back
to campus.
“It’s always exciting to see them take
the initiative and make the commitment over the summer,” Bryan said.
Several of the team’s leaders, both
on and off the field, graduated last
spring, including captains Hannah
Lodi, Kelly Schorling and Emily Smith.
Their absence and the loss of three other
seniors has opened up several opportunities on the field.
“There are some very important
spots that need to be filled, but I’ve been
very happy with the people that are battling to take over those areas,” Bryan
said. “They’ve been working very hard
and that’s our biggest transition from
last year, is just replacing some people.”
Turnover is typical for athletics
from season to season, but the Ladies
have an advantage since their 24 players are almost evenly divided in terms
of class year, giving them a balance between veterans and rookies.

several other conference opponents will be attending the tournament as well. Needham sees a
bright future for her young team.
“I think, so far, from a team
dynamic and cohesiveness standpoint, we’re doing very well,”
Needham said. “The girls are
all buying into the team concept with very little selfishness.

Lords Soccer Looks
Forward to Season

NINA ZIMMERMAN

DAVID HOYT

Ladies soccer kicks off the season with two home games this weekend.
“Right now, I think we’re just trying to figure out what the best system
of play is going to be, with the personnel that we have,” Bryan said. “We’re
not really heavy on either end, and that
helps us, because [while] we’ve got experience, we’ve also got some youth and
excitement.”
In all team sports, team cohesiveness and chemistry are vital. Though
the team is still in transition, Bryan sees
a few key strengths.
“After training so far, one of the biggest strengths [is that] their work ethic
has been tremendous and their excitement is tremendous and team chemistry seems very high,” she said. “The
chemistry part is always really important to us, so I’m excited that we have a
strong start in those areas.”
With the addition of the DePauw
University Tigers to the NCAC, Bry-

an expects the competition to become
tougher for the Ladies. She feels they
are up for the task of taking on the Tigers.
“[DePauw is] going to be very challenging,” Bryan said. “Traditionally for
their women’s soccer program they’ve
done well. It’s already a very strong
conference for women’s soccer and it’s
now just another obstacle. [It’s] somebody that’s in our way of being in the
conference tournament and winning
the tournament. We welcome the challenge. We love that we’re in a competitive conference.”
The Ladies’ first games of the season are scheduled for this weekend on
Sept. 3 and 4. They kick off first against
the Marian University Knights at 1:00
p.m. on Saturday and then play the
Capital University Crusaders at 1:00
p.m. on Sunday.

They’re very team-oriented and
we have some good leadership despite our age. I think some good
things will happen, and, as long
as we stay focused, and everybody
stays positive and working hard, I
think we’ll be better in November than we are today, and hopefully at least conference qualifiers,
if not better.”

After finishing in second place to
rival Ohio Wesleyan University in the
North Coast Athletic Conference last
season, the Lords soccer team heads
into the upcoming season with a much
younger team.
“We’re going to be a little bit of a work
in progress this year,” Head Coach Chris
Brown said. “We’ve got more freshmen
than we have in any of the others put
together. We graduated 10 seniors and
then four guys left the team, so we lost 14
spots [last year].”
Some of the biggest challenges
Brown sees the team facing in the short
preseason are the adjustment to such an
immense personnel change and the first
years’ transition into the swing of Kenyon soccer.
“The freshmen have impressed us,”
Brown said. “They’re good kids. I mean,
and they’ve got a great work ethic and
they really knuckled down. The freshman class is very deep. It’s the best class
I’ve had in terms of depth. Our biggest
challenge was to figure out how we’re
going to play and who would contribute
right away.”
Brown grinningly admits that the
difference between the players the team
lost and his new charges is immense.
“When you lose 10 seniors, six of
whom started for every [game], for four
years, it’s somewhat of a rebuilding year,”
Brown said. “The freshmen still need to
put some meat on their bones, but that’s

pretty typical. It’s just more noticeable
when you’ve got 20 freshmen.”
Brown hopes to make a noticeable
strategy change on the defensive side,
using the team’s combination of experienced goaltenders and new fresh faces.
“I think we’re going to change a little bit of how we defend,” Brown said.
“We’re going to defend higher up the
field and try and press the other team.”
The Lords are scheduled to see their
first action of the season in two non-conference home games this weekend. They
take on the Capital University Crusaders at 4:00 p.m. on Friday, Sept. 2 and
the Hope College Flying Dutchmen at
4:00 p.m. on Saturday, Sept. 3. Brown
thinks the game against the strong Flying Dutchmen should be a good test for
his young team.
“The game against Hope will really
give us an early indicator about what we
need to work on and how things potentially could pan out,” Brown said. “I
think that’ll be a bit of a litmus test pretty
early on.”
Even with a young team, the Lords’
goals for the season remain the same.
“What we want to do is just maintain the tradition of strong soccer at Kenyon,” Brown said. “This may be a bit of a
rebuilding year, but we don’t want to get
too far away from that. I think it’s going
to be in some ways a baptism of fire for
some of the younger guys, because one
of the things that we talked about but I
don’t think they fully grasp is just how
much other teams want to beat us.”

